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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

THE RACIAL WEALTH GAP IS GETTING WORSE. The median Black household has only $24,000 in net 

wealth and $41,000 in pre-tax income versus $189,000 and $69,000 for a white household, respectively1. In the 

wake of George Floyd’s death and sustained national attention to the Black Lives Matter movement, a number of 

institutions have stepped up to address this long-standing problem. J.P. Morgan Chase made a five-year, $30 billion 

commitment towards economic empowerment of African Americans2. Netflix invested $100 million of its cash in 

financial institutions that support Black communities. Many others have made similar commitments. Much more 

needs to be done.

In order to help innovators who share our concern about the racial wealth gap use technology to reimagine and 

deliver better products and services, we will briefly explore the history of retail financial services for Black people in 

America. Three industry segments have served Black consumers in the past:

1. Alternative financial services: high scale, transactional, but expensive and inefficient.

2. Black-owned banks and CDFI’s: limited scale, but highly targeted and focused on asset growth.

3. Commercial banks and insurance: high scale, broad products, but focused up-market and with history

of discriminatory practices.

Over the last decade, a new category of fintech companies have emerged to solve problems relevant to under-

served Black families and small businesses. Consumer facing and embedded fintechs offer financial services  

with greater scale, lower cost and more inclusive underwriting. New Black-owned fintechs (e.g. Greenwood, First  

Boulevard) have impressive Black founders and social impact missions, but still have to establish a differentiated 

product and marketing insight to acquire and retain Black customers at any scale.

We wish to chart out several creative possibilities for how fintech can better serve Black and brown consumers. We 

hope entrepreneurs will build on these ideas to create a new generation of unicorns that enable wealth creation for 

underserved Black and brown communities. We will explore:

1. Embedded fintech in brands touching African Americans

2. Alternative home ownership models

3. Improved user experience for government programs

Clearly, closing the racial wealth gap will not be solved by fintechs alone. Public policy and social sector initiatives 

will play a significant role going forward. Commercial interventions - both directly targeting Black people and  

advances for the general public - can make large impacts. Given our role as venture capitalists, we will focus on  

how budding entrepreneurs can help underbanked Black communities in the near future by leveraging technology.

We welcome your ideas and feedback at @theRealCoreVC on Twitter or moremoney@corevc.com. 
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T H E  P R O B L E M :  T H E  R A C I A L  W E A L T H  A N D  W A G E  G A P S

Money is hard to come by for too many African Americans. Middle-class Black households (20th to 60th income 

percentile) have about $10,000-$25,000 in net wealth and $40,000-60,000 in annual income. White households in 

the same income bands have nearly $70,000-$120,000 in net wealth and $60,000-$90,000 in income3. That’s a 50% 

difference in income and a 5-7x difference in wealth! 
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MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD NET WORK BY RACE AND EDUCATION
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Many point to Black educational attainment, entrepreneurship and homeownership as the panacea to closing the 

racial wealth gap. But evidence shows that the racial wealth gap is too large for African Americans to solve this  

problem alone. Black households with a college-educated head have less net worth relative to white households 

without a high school degree ($83k vs. $141k)4. Black-owned businesses represent approximately 10% of all U.S. 

businesses, but only 1% of total sales (versus 71% and 88% for white-owned businesses, respectively)5. Black-owned 

homes in neighborhoods of similar quality (i.e. controlled for education, standard of living) to white-owned  

homes are worth 23 percent less, which amounts to $48k per home and $156 billion in lost value6. Crises like the  

COVID pandemic and the Great Recession of 2008 have only underscored the economic challenges facing  

African Americans. 
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T H E  C H A L L E N G E :  L E G A C Y  F I N A N C I A L  S E R V I C E S  F O R  T H E 
B L A C K  C O M M U N I T Y

Since the end of World War II, banks have helped Americans generate wealth through home loans, savings and 

investing products. However, the financial system has been either inaccessible or too expensive for many Black  

families. As a result, nearly 50% of Black households, or 7.5 million people, have little to no connection to the  

banking system and are considered unbanked and underbanked7. Black-owned banks, CDFIs and alternative  

financial services (AFS) have tried to fill the void, but each with distinct limitations. 

BANKING AND INSURANCE: 

The top 10 banks hold nearly 50% of total banking assets8. The top five health insurance companies command  

nearly 40% market-share9. These institutions have well established histories of discrimination, most notably by 

avoiding Black neighborhoods through redlining. Still today, these incumbents rely heavily on FICO scores to  

underwrite potential borrowers, which some have argued disadvantage African Americans and other minorities 

on the periphery of the traditional credit system10. Aggressive fees (i.e. overdraft and other hidden fees) have built 

long-standing and deeply held mistrust within the Black community11. 

The Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) was enacted in 1977 to encourage depository lenders, such as banks and 

thrifts, to invest in Black-owned banks and underserved communities. CRA has been shown to increase some loan 

access for minorities, but has been unable to create a meaningful impact on the wealth and income gaps, in  

addition to now being woefully out of step with modern banking and underserved communities.

BANK AND INSURERS

  + Scale

  + Mobile Tech

  + Regulatory incentives (CRA)

  – Underwriting

  – High Fees

  – Product Mix

BLACK OWNED BANKS/CDFIs

  + Explicit Mandate

  + Black Leadership

  + Wealth Creation Products

  – No scale

  – Poor tech

  – Limited Balance Sheet
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BLACK-OWNED BANKS AND CDFIs

Black-owned banks and CDFIs: Black-owned banks have been trustworthy financial institutions in Black communities 

over the last half century. Many Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs), whether Black-owned or not, 

are focused on lending to Black (and other minority) populations. Many of their lending activity is focused on housing 

and small business with the attractive impact of providing genuine wealth creation opportunities to their customers.

However, Black-owned banks and CDFIs are almost all sub-scale. Consequently, they struggle attracting enough 

capital, lack the benefits of modern technology, and suffer from disparate impact when the communities they serve 

struggle. Since 2010, 12 Black-owned banks have closed, and industry assets have declined 25%12. Case in point, 

City First Bank in Washington, DC and Broadway Federal Bank in Los Angeles recently merged to become the largest 

Black-owned bank, but with just over $1 billion in assets.  By comparison, the 100th largest bank in the US (Cadence 

Bank) has $17 billion in assets. 

We estimate that these dedicated, government subsidized institutions reach less than 1% of the population after 50 

years of concerted effort.

ALTERNATIVE FINANCIAL SERVICES (AFS): 

These nonbank financial service providers are abundant in lower income urban neighborhoods. AFS providers  

facilitate payments, such as check cashing, money orders or sending international remittances, as well as short 

duration credit products, like payday loans, pawn loans and auto title loans. These products typically do not require 

FICO scores, and offer real-time liquidity, especially important for people who juggle household expenses carefully. 

Most AFS providers are both transparent and expensive. And while their neon signs signal “predator” to some, they 

have also built trust in many minority communities. AFS providers are abundant in poor neighborhoods and do 

more than $100 billion revenue each year. They notably lack any kind of long-term, wealth building products.

ALTERNATIVE FINANCIAL SERVICES

  + Scale

  + Transparent and convenient

  + Transactional products

  – Expensive

  – No wealth creation products
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BANKS AND INSURERS

BLACK OWNED BANKS

AFS

LONG TERM GROWTH

DIGITAL OPERATING MODEL

BLACK FOCUSED
FINTECHS EMBEDDED FINANCE

FINTECH APIs

FINTECHS

E M E R G I N G  F I N T E C H :  H O W  T E C H N O L O G Y  C A N  B E T T E R 
S E R V E  M I N O R I T I E S

Financial institutions and AFS operate at scale, but are expensive to low-income consumers. Black-owned banks and 

CDFIs offer wealth creation opportunities, yet lack any scale or digital presence. Enter fintech.

Fintechs, particularly fintech APIs and Black-owned fintechs, are saving money for millions of unbanked and  

underbanked Black customers today. Top-tier companies have low customer acquisition costs to support growth, 

offer user-friendly product experiences and utilize cash-flow based  underwriting, instead of FICO scores. The  

proliferation of smartphones and advent of 5G technology will only accelerate the trend towards customer-centric 

mobile banking. 

LEGACY BANKING TO DIGITAL FINTECH
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ILLUSTRATIVE NAMES PROS & CONS

+ Mobile banking at scale

+ Strong user experience 

+ Low cost

+ Underwriting (i.e. cash flow > FICO) 

– Growth incentives may prioritize financial 
performance over social impact

– Limited Black representation on management 
or board

FINTECHS: REPLACING AFS WITH DIGITAL-FIRST, CUSTOMER-CENTRIC BANKING

These fintechs include neobanks, digital lenders and alternative credit companies that can help millions of consumers, 

independent contractors and micro businesses today. Many are mobile-first. All are scalable financial solutions that 

are user friendly and generally lower cost than traditional AFS. 

Challenger banks like Chime and Dave offer attractive features for underbanked customers, like no overdraft fees or 

minimum deposit requirements. They also offer features that help reduce personal debt and build credit history. Petal 

and Tomo qualify their credit card applicants using cash-flow based underwriting based on personal income, spending 

and saving history instead of FICO scores. This innovation could help underbanked African Americans with little credit 

history gain access to affordable revolving credit. Earnin has been able to de-risk payday for gig economy workers 

with volatile earnings by providing cash advances without hidden fees or interest. This market includes beauticians, 

barbers and other gig workers in Black communities. P2P payments capabilities like Square Cash and Venmo (owned 

by Paypal) provide a viable alternative to cash as mobile penetration increases in underbanked communities. We note 

that these companies have almost no Black management or board representation.

FINTECH APIs: EVERY COMPANY CAN BE A BANK

Fintech API companies enable fintechs, digital platforms and others to provide financial services. Fintech APIs make 

it easier to transfer banking, credit, payroll and insurance data between different partners. Fintech and non-fintech 

developers are leveraging this new banking stack to create better financial products with more inclusive underwriting 

models. With more data on personal cash flows, fintechs will be able to better underwrite Black customers with poor 

or no credit history. 
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Atomic, a Core portfolio company, Argyle and Pinwheel are payroll API companies that enable fintechs to access 

employment data like user identity, income and employment history from employer payroll systems. This provides 

cash flow underwriting data to fintech developers building credit card, cash advance and other innovative products. 

Nova Credit, a Core portfolio company, helps immigrants find U.S. credit cards by translating their home country 

credit score into a NovaScore, or U.S. credit score equivalent. This is extremely valuable for African, Caribbean or 

other non-U.S. Black immigrants moving to America. Esusu allows its partners to report rental payments to the 

credit bureau to help consumers build credit. Banking-as-a-service (BaaS) players Synapse, a Core portfolio  

company, Galileo and Marqeta provide back-end banking infrastructure that allows fintech and non-fintech  

companies to offer financial services like card issuing and savings accounts. For example, Boost Mobile, a budget 

wireless brand, could bundle savings accounts with phone plans for its lower-income customers. 

BLACK-OWNED FINTECHS: THE NEW BLACK-OWNED BANK MODEL? 

Black-focused fintechs have similar social missions to Black-owned banks. But these firms hold a key  

advantage to Black-owned banks: they are digitally native and scalable across geographies. Many of these  

companies still need to develop a differentiated product and marketing insight for their target customer relative 

to leading neobanks.

ILLUSTRATIVE NAMES PROS & CONS

+ Embedded financial services built within customer
workflow provides better user experience

+ Payroll APIs provide income and employment history
to support underwriting

– Embedded finance offers upsell opportunities that
may benefit brands at expense of underbanked 
cutomers

– Less focused on asset building capabilities
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MoCaFi has a goal of bringing customer-centric mobile banking to unbanked and underbanked people currently 

using check cashiers and pawn shops. Their platform focuses on bank accounts, check cashing, debit cards, loans  

and financial literacy tools. The team is planning to grow in specific cities by collaborating with community  

organizations, local politicians and businesses. Greenwood and First Boulevard (formerly Tenth) offer unique 

rewards programs that encourage spending within the Black community. This includes points towards donations to 

historically Black colleges and universities, Black businesses, NAACP and other organizations. Perch Credit allows its 

customers to build credit by reporting rent and other bills to the credit bureaus - for free. Solofunds has a peer-to-

peer lending community that helps members access short-term funds for immediate needs. Borrowers, not lend-

ers, specify their loan term and principal and provide a suggested tip to lenders for taking risk. The team at Loop is 

building inclusive auto insurance that leverages telematics and better AI for risk modeling instead of relying on the 

credit score, zip code and other pre-determined metrics traditionally applied by insurance companies. 

ILLUSTRATIVE NAMES PROS & CONS

+ Social mission

+ Minority Founders

+ Cultural relevance = customer loyalty

– Differentiated product and marketing insight over
horizontal market players

– Early-stage with limited scale

– Smaller TAM 
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CHURCH  
MANAGEMENT  

SOFTWARE

Provides tools for mem-

berdonations, coordinates 

events,manages membership 

and monitors church  

financial health

ROBO-ADVISOR

Helps users meet their savings 

goals using automated  

investment tools

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT 
PLATFORM

Invest donations to improve 

financial health of churches

Enable members to opt into 

investing or peer-to-peer  

insurance models

W H A T ’ S  N E X T ?  T H I N K I N G  O U T S I D E  T H E  B O X 

We want to imagine what the future of Black banking could be. What customer-centric solutions could be scalable, 

low cost, transparent and culturally relevant? More importantly, what future companies could drive wealth creation 

through innovative business models and technologies? Here are a few ideas to get founders thinking about the next 

generation of Black banking.

EMBEDDED FINANCE IN BLACK-FOCUSED BRANDS

If brands are to be the new distribution layer for financial services, then what could be possible? Black consumers, 

independent contractors and small businesses could access payments, loans and insurance solutions through a  

vertical platform. Imagine if robo-advisor Betterment was provided within Tithe.ly, a church management platform? 

How about Mayvenn, an ecommerce beauty platform, offering Chime-like banking to hairstylists? Maybe a culturally 

relevant consumer brand like Nike providing fractional investing with every purchase, like Acorns? We hope these 

mashups spark new ideas for founders interested in building inclusive brands with embedded finance. 

TITHE.LY & BETTERMENT: THE NEW INVESTING PLATFORM FOR BLACK CHURCHES AND THEIR MEMBERS 
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CONSUMER BRAND

Leading consumer brand 

known for its sports and  

athletics shoes, apparel and 

other accessories 

MICROINVESTING  
PLATFORM

Invests spare change auto-

matically into ETFs and other 

investment portfolios from 

rounding up purchases or 

directly from paychecks

CONSUMER PRODUCT/
PERSONAL INVESTING

Portion of purchase price is 

invested into diverse portfolio 

Microinvestment matched by 

brand up to certain percentage

B2C GIG MARKETPLACE

Online platform that enables 

hair stylists to sell hair  

extensions, beauty products 

and services directly to clients 

online, removing personal 

inventory and other  

upfront costs

NEOBANK FOR  
UNDERBANKED

Next-generation neobank with 

customer-centric features and 

lower-cost services

EMBEDDED BANKING 
PLATFORM FOR GIG 

WORKERS

Hair stylists generate wealth 

from embedded savings  

accounts and cash advances 

to manage volatile income

Microinvestment matched by 

brand up to certain percentage

NIKE + ACORNS: BLACK CONSUMER PRODUCTS BECOME THE NEW FINANCIAL ASSET 

MAYVEN + CHIME: BANK AND BE YOUR OWN BOSS
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FAMILY 1: 50% CO-OP OWNER

FAMILY 2: 50% CO-OP OWNER

$
50%

MULTI-FAMILY HOME MORTGAGE

$
50%

HOMEOWNERSHIP MODELS: CO-OPS AND MINORITY OWNERSHIP

Black people have been systematically excluded from owning homes, which has been the greatest wealth-producing 

asset for generations of American families. Homeownership models like rent-to-own and contract for deed provide 

a path to a home, but can force high maintenance and other costs on individuals without owning the home outright. 

So how do we increase Black access to home equity? Future entrepreneurs, time to get creative. 

Cooperative ownership (“co-op”) models could offer the benefits of homeownership without the large upfront  

investment. For example, two families would take 50% “share loans” instead of an entire mortgage, and share  

maintenance costs for the property. This would enable extended families to have lower mortgage payments, build 

their credit history and contribute towards owning an asset. 

SIMPLIFIED CO-OP MODEL

Minority ownership can enable renters to build savings towards a future home. Up & Up is doing just that with their 

“rent with benefits” model. Renters search for a home using Up & Up’s database of 10,000 specially licensed homes. 

The security deposit acts as a minority investment in the property, earning equity on the house from day one. Over 

time, the renters can invest more money into the home and grow their minority stake. Later, the ownership stake 

can be liquidated for a down payment for the current home, another Up&Up home or any other use for the cash. 

IMPROVE USER EXPERIENCE FOR GOVERNMENT PLATFORMS 

Government programs supporting affordable housing, healthcare and business support millions of underprivileged 

Black families today. Interested founders should partner with government services to build products, and then  
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platforms, with the customer experience at the forefront. This mirrors social impact startup Propel. The team  

developed the Fresh EBT app, a free product which helps around four million food stamp participants (out of  

approximately 40 million) check their balance, find stores that accept food stamps and track their spending. The 

product is so popular that growth has been through word of mouth, leading to incredibly low customer acquisition 

costs and strong traction. The company earns revenue by charging merchants offering digital coupons on the plat-

form, making it free for users and the government. 

Entrepreneurs should also be inspired by new models of affordable housing seen in companies like PadSplit, a Core 

portfolio company. The Atlanta-based startup is a marketplace that connects property owners with PadSplit members 

seeking affordable housing. The company focuses on maximizing underutilized space in homes, increasing occupancy 

and income for property owners and lowering rent payments for each PadSplit member. The team is focused on  

helping customers at risk of homelessness and could offer additional features that support financial health.
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C O N C L U S I O N

We believe that providing equitable financial services for all is an immense societal challenge and market opportunity. 

This mission directly applies to African Americans outside of mainstream banking. Fair access to housing could  

produce nearly one million new Black homeowners. Equitable lending to Black entrepreneurs could lead to $13 trillion 

in additional business revenue and six million new jobs per year. Closing the racial wage gap could add $2.7 trillion 

in income, or 0.2% of U.S. GDP per year! Better financial services for Black communities doesn’t just help one specific 

group, it benefits all Americans. If you are building something that can lead us closer to this future, give us a ring. 
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APIs TO ACCESS PAYROLL DATA

• Atomic 

• Pinwheel 

• Argyle

• Citadel

• Finch

APIs TO ACCESS BANKING DATA

• Finicity

• Plaid

• Yodlee

• MX

BANKING AS A SERVICE PROVIDERS 

• Synapse

• Galileo

• Moov

• Unit

• Bond

• Sila

CARD AS A SERVICE 

• Marqeta

• Deserve

• Apto

APIs TO MANAGE PAYMENT PROCESSING

• Stripe

• Dwolla

• I2C

• Modern Treasury

BROKERAGE AND WEALTH MANAGEMENT 

• APEX Clearing

• DriveWealth

WAGE ADVANCE BENEFITS COMPANIES 

• PayActiv

• DailyPay

• Gusto

• Even

• Clair

FRAUD AND KYC/AML SERVICES

• Unit21

• Alloy

• Socure

• ComplyAdvantage

• Trulioo

F O U N D E R  F I N T E C H  R E S O U R C E S

http://www.atomicfi.com
https://www.getpinwheel.com/
https://argyle.com/
https://citadelid.com/
https://tryfinch.com/
https://www.finicity.com/
https://plaid.com/
https://www.yodlee.com/
https://www.mx.com/products/platform-api/
https://synapsefi.com/
https://www.galileo-ft.com/
https://moov.io/
https://www.unit.co/
https://www.bond.tech/
https://silamoney.com/
https://www.marqeta.com/
https://deservecards.com/
https://www.aptopayments.com/#/
https://stripe.com/
https://www.dwolla.com/
https://www.i2cinc.com/
https://www.moderntreasury.com/
https://www.apexclearing.com/
https://drivewealth.com/
https://www.payactiv.com/
https://www.dailypay.com/
https://gusto.com/
https://www.even.com/
https://getclair.com/employees/
https://www.unit21.ai/
https://alloy.co/
https://www.socure.com/
https://complyadvantage.com/
https://www.trulioo.com/
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A B O U T  C O R E

Core Innovation Capital is an early stage venture capital firm investing in companies that empower everyday  

Americans. Core leverages its deep expertise in financial services, technology and regulation to help entrepreneurs 

build disruptive, high-growth businesses. Core portfolio companies have saved over 20 million customers $45 billion 

since our inception. Investments include Ripple, NerdWallet, Bestow, and Oportun.  

Follow Core at @TheRealCoreVC and online at www.corevc.com. 
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